VVD II RESIDENCE
A Sanctuary and a Refuge
— a Place Where Time Stands Still
Designed by Vincent Van Duysen
Antwerp, Belgium
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In the bedroom, desk and chair designed by Pierre Jeanneret –later designed for Le Corbusier’s Chandigarh project in the 1950s, artwork on desk by Evan Holloway and
Thomas Houseago on the wall. Congolese figurine on the pedestal.

Like a physician swearing the Hippocratic Oath, Belgian
architect Vincent Van Duysen takes his role in creating
spaces dedicated to humanity very seriously. “It means,”
he says, “starting from the architecture of a place, whose
inhabitants need to feel protected and relaxed, right
through to the furniture and the objects around them
that are necessary for them to live a comfortable and happy life.” Van Duysen applies this maxim to all of his work,
not least his own home in Antwerp, Belgium.
An architect and designer of more than 35 years, Van
Duysen leads a hectic life, running a practice whose client
base is global and working simultaneously across the fields
of architecture, interior design, and product design. Recent
projects include a convent-to-hotel conversion in Antwerp
and a state-of-the-art development for a Belgian winery,
alongside a host of high-end private residences, and interior store designs for leading brands that include Kvadrat,
Flos, La Rinascente, Aesop, and Alexander Wang. In 2016,
Van Duysen became creative director for Italian brands
Molteni&C and Dada and was named Designer of the
Year at Biennale Interieur that same year, just one of many
accolades accrued over the decades. He is a busy man.
But sustaining this kind of lifestyle is a challenge for
even the most energetic and creative of people and, for Van
Duysen, the antidote to all of this high-wire activity can be
found in only one place: home. Only at home does he find
the time and space to slow down, to reflect, and recharge.
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For Van Duysen home is like a sanctuary, “an almost sacred place where I balance my mind and body, channeling
creative energy while shooing away negativity.”
He bought his current residence, originally a notary’s
office, at the turn of the twenty-first century, and spent
two years renovating. The process involved stripping the
building back to its shell and restructuring it to achieve
a harmonious balance of space and light before starting
on the styling. Layer by layer, Van Duysen then filled the
spaces, juxtaposing a limited range of colors with natural poplar wood, Belgian bluestone, and textured plaster finishes. The result is the subtlest of monochromatic
palettes within which he could then add the final layer:
furniture, books, art.
While the house is light, bright, and wide open for the
most part, there is one room that strikes a more somber
note. Its walls are a smoky gray and the north-facing window is draped with cotton-velvet curtains. Full of books
and space for reading or watching television, this is, perhaps, the most intimate space, “a very important room
that represents a more introvert, dark space in balance
with the brighter side of the house.”
In recent years, Van Duysen renovated the attic—a
space he describes as a retreat within a retreat. Serving at
one time as the maids’ quarters, this space now doubles as
a guest apartment and a winter living room/atelier. Aged
wooden trusses span the ceiling, below which he has laid

reclaimed, seventeenth-century oak flooring. Concealed
behind a wall of folding panels lies a massive Belgian
bluestone bath, gray gloss-lacquered shower, and a small
kitchenette. It is a special, almost secret place into which
natural light streams through a large atelier-style window
with views of the bell towers of Antwerp’s St. George’s
Church. Van Duysen’s process of stripping everything
back to the basics and rebuilding in layers is central to his
work. He cites Jean-Michel Frank as an inspiration—a
French twentieth-century interior designer admired for
his ability to focus on the essential. “Once you eliminate,
you can add pieces and create layers. Not many. Just what
makes sense. You need to strike a balance and offer space
for objects to breathe.” Yet, although Van Duysen’s style
is pared back, you could not say that it is minimalist. Instead, a careful consideration of the choice of materials
within a space combines with an instinctive and intuitive
curation of well-crafted, often tailor-made pieces from a
diverse range of artisans. There is color, tone, and texture.
There is warmth and sensuality. Above all, there is soul.
Van Duysen shares his home with his partner Mateo,
who has his own painting room in the house, and three
dogs: Gaston, Loulou, and Pablo. They fill his home with
energy, passion, and love. Spending much time away, Van
Duysen relishes those first moments of return. “Once you
come in,” he says, “you can completely disconnect and
wind down… this is when time stands still.”
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Photograph on the wall by Nan Goldin.

A few selected artworks and numerous books dominate the “living” spaces
of the house. Otherwise, personal effects are spare and spaces uncluttered.
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The kitchen borrows light from a small courtyard space that is glazed on three sides.

An artwork by Wolfgang Tillmans is offset by the smoky gray of the walls.

“I have never thought of interior design as being severed from architecture: interiors are architecture.
Interiors and exteriors are closely interwoven.”
Artwork by Anselm Reyle
Vincent Van Duysen
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“You need to eliminate and yet produce comfort. We all need a couch and a table.”
Vincent Van Duysen

Vincent, in his attic space with Gaston “a super-loving, caring Belgian dog.”
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